Michelle Rozen
'Change Doctor', Top Booked Keynote Speaker,
America's Leading Expert on Thriving Through
Change

Dr. Michelle Rozen, Ph.D. is a game-changing,
revenue-building, performance-boosting change
expert, keynote speaker, and highly respected
authority on the psychology of change. She is an
author, a Huffington Post contributor, and a
frequent guest on media outlets such as NBC,
ABC, FOX News, and CNN.

Michelle's biography
Dr. Michelle’s rare blend of audience engagement, killer take-away strategies, and instant connection
with the audience have made her one of the most unique and memorable speakers on the stage today.
Her latest book is 2-Second Decisions, which provides people with a winning formula for leading change
by making quick winning choices.
Dr. Michelle consistently speaks for Fortune 500 companies and her clients include some of the most
recognizable companies in the world including Johnson & Johnson, Merrill Lynch, and The U.S. Navy.
She holds a masters degree and a Ph.D. in Psychology and resides in the greater NYC area.
Here are a few reasons why Dr. Michelle Rozen has become a favorite among meeting and event
planners, speaker bureaus and corporate executives:
ATTENDEES LOVE HER
Dr. Michelle connects with attendees instantly. Audiences consistently rate Dr. Michelle as the “highlight”
of the event. For the keynote or leadership development program that everyone will be talking about long
after your event is over, using the tools and talking about the experience, book Dr. Michelle.
CAPTIVATING STORIES
There’s nothing more powerful than an engaging story that relates to incredible insights of human
experience.
SHE IS AMAZING TO WORK WITH
Dr. Michelle and her team are right by your side to make your event an incredible success. From the
minute you contact her team, they work with you to make the entire experience as easy and as smooth

as possible, accommodate requests and highly responsive at all times. Dr. Michelle is always happy to
attend receptions and networking sessions that involve your attendees, sponsors and clients.
CUSTOMIZED CONTENT
Dr. Michelle is a nationwide as well as international authority on leadership development, employee
engagement, motivation and change management, and she always works with you to and with your team
to create a customized program that works perfectly for your event’s agenda. Dr. Michelle always takes
the time to interview key stakeholders and team members, reviewing materials, and weaving in relevant
themes and areas of focus based on interviews, materials and your specific requests.
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU
Dr. Michelle is one of the most powerful inspirational and motivational speakers because she knows how
to lead to powerful aha moments, move the audience toward passion and motivation, inspire action, and
genuinely transform the way people think and act. It’s about you, your client and your audience. Her
commitment is simple: she will do whatever it takes to make your event a phenomenal success.

Michelle's talks

HOW TO LEAD CHANGE WITH CONFIDENCE
Dr. Michelle’s powerful strategies for leading changes have transformed the lives, performance
and success of leading brands in all industries. These science-based, easy to apply strategies
have given leaders the actionable solutions and powerful confidence to lead their teams through
change, all the way to off the charts results. This is an insights-packed experience, full of humor
and audience engagement, that will not only motivate you to lead change with confidence, but will
also show you, in the most practical way, exactly how.
Leave change resistance in the dust behind you, with Dr. Michelle’s actionable and engaging
experience for leading change with confidence. You too, can lead change with confidence and get
to the results that you want and deserve, as a team, as leaders and as individuals.
ACTIONABLE TAKEAWAYS:
Understand change resistance. Get the tools to handle it.
Master the C.H.A.N.G.E. Model. Lead change with confidence
Master a powerful five step plan for supporting your team through change
OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP: YOUR FIVE STEP PLAN
Great leadership relies on the power to motivate through obstacles. This is centered around
communicating effectively, creating a culture of powerful teamwork, and leading by example with
confidence. During this inspiring, motivating and insightful experience, Dr. Michelle provides
leaders with science-based, real-life, cutting-edge strategies to shift from vision to actionable
results, and from frustration to triumph.
Dr. Michelle brings in the most recent research in the field of human behavior and winning
leadership strategies. This is a highly interactive keynote, full of audience participation, insights,
best strategies and real- life inspiring leadership stories to highlight exactly how leaders can lead
their teams forward with confidence in a rapidly changing world.
ACTIONABLE TAKEAWAYS:
Master the five main barriers to exceptional leadership, and learn how to break through
Master the L.E.A.D. model for powerful leadership through obstacles and challenges

Master the five steps of leading a highly engaged, fired up to succeed, team
HOW TO BREAK THROUGH THE BARRIERS TO CHANGE
Knowing how to break through the barriers to change is the master key to exceptional lives.
Everything that you want, reaching new heights of success and happiness in your personal life
and career., lies in your ability to break through the barriers to change, to grow, and to evolve in
the face of adversity and challenge.
In this uplifting, motivating and highly interactive and engaging experience, Dr. Michelle Rozen,
America’s leading expert on dealing with change, gives attendees powerful, actionable and easy
to apply master keys for breaking through the barriers to change as leaders, as teams and as
individuals. Each and every attendee that goes through the experience of How to Break Through
The Barriers to Change with Dr. Michelle will not only feel uplifted and empowered but will also
have the actionable tools for breaking through barriers to change in every aspect of their personal
and professional lives.
ACTIONABLE TAKEAWAYS:
Learn to identify mind biases in productive business and interpersonal relationships
Master the three winning steps for making other people work with you rather than against
you
Master the E.N.G.A.G.E. Model for harnessing the power of human interaction and
unlocking the master key to roaring success
HOW TO GET ALONG WITH ANYBODY: PEOPLE SKILLS 101
Can you really get along with anybody? Should you get along with anybody? How would you get
along with anybody when people are so different and oftentimes- so challenging?
How to Get Along with Anybody and it is a unique experience with direct and powerful impact on
teamwork, productivity, engagement, motivation and organizational alignment. Dr. Michelle
explores with the attendees the mind biases that stand in our way to productive communication
with other. Through humor, storytelling, audience engagement and eye-opening insights,
attendees gain powerful understanding and actionable tools for changing the way they handle
their interactions and relationships with others, and leading others to work with them, rather than
against them, in every aspect of their lives. The universality of the skills and techniques and the
fact that you can apply them to every form of human interaction- at work and at home, is what
makes the experience so powerful and impactful.
The How to Get Along with Anybody experience provides an actionable approach to unlocking the
power of breaking through obstacles that involve other people: team members, clients,
stakeholders and people in our personal lives. This is a highly engaging, actionable experience,
that builds the much- needed skills that lead to powerful transformations, in leadership, teamwork,
and across the board performance.
ACTIONABLE TAKEAWAYS:
Learn to identify mind biases in productive business and interpersonal relationships
Master the three winning steps for making other people work with you rather than against
you
Master the E.N.G.A.G.E. Model for harnessing the power of human interaction and
unlocking the master key to roaring success
2 SECOND DECISIONS: THE SECRET FORMULA OF LEADING CHANGE
You might know that you want more. That you can be more. You might want to be healthier,
happier, more successful, a more powerful leader and to live a life full of purpose and happiness.
This experience with Dr. Michelle will show you HOW.
Dr. Michelle Rozen, America’s leading expert on dealing with change, has been using the
powerful tool of 2 Second Decisions with Fortune 500 leaders and everyday people around the
world for over a decade. Using 2 Second Decisions, a tool adapted by Dr. Michelle from the field
of Psychology to the field of decision making, these leaders and everyday people were able to:

Become more successful
Increase productivity
Manage time better
Set boundaries and feel in control
Become outstanding leaders
Beat self-doubt
Power through adversity
With high-end
Live beyond
production
their wildest
motivating
dreams
clips, audience engagement, powerful, easy to apply
actionable takeaways and humorous and captivating storytelling, Dr. Michelle will inspire your
attendees to get from just getting motivated, to knowing exactly what to do differently tomorrow so
that they can get the results that they want and deserve in every aspect of their lives- as team
members, as leaders, and as individuals.
ACTIONABLE TAKEAWAYS:
Discover the secret to increasing productivity and effectively managing your energy and
time
Master making 2 Second Decisions, learn how to avoid analysis paralysis
Master the science of creating winning habits
Get inspired, get motivated, and gain clear understanding of what you need to do
differently to get the outstanding results that you want and deserve
SALES PSYCHOLOGY: THE SECRET LANGUAGE OF INFLUENCE
Psychology is a master key to success in sales. It is that secret language of influencing the mind
of the buyer that differentiates off the charts sales people from the rest. This insights-packed,
highly actionable, practical, motivating and engaging experience with Dr. Michelle Rozen,
America’s leading expert for creating, adapting to and leading change, will give your sales team
exactly what they need, today more than ever: the eye opening, actionable tools for reaching
customers they have never reached before, engaging customers in ways they have never used
before, and closing deals they have never closed before.
Results from this program have helped clients closed sales faster, generate bigger deals,
eliminate hidden obstacles in sales and gain customers for life. Each participant will leave with
actionable sales tools which they can implement immediately to gain massive results.
ACTIONABLE TAKEAWAYS:
Understand the three main mind biases that stand in the way of successful sales, and how
to break through
Master the three most important secrets of the buying brain
Learn the secret language of influence by using the I.N.F.L.U.E.N.C.E. Model
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